Cambridge Centre for the Arts
Fall 2021

Classes & Workshops
Registration opens August 25 for fall session programs. Make sure to email, call or check the website for current operating hours.

Drop-In Programs
Ballroom dancing, life drawing and sewing/quilting drop-in programs will resume in September. Exact start dates and details on how to pre-register to be determined. Updated information will be posted at www.cambridgecentreforthearts.ca by late August.

Sign Me Up!
Become a member today and receive
• Subscription to program brochure
• 15% off classes & workshops
• 10% off in-store purchases at Curry’s Art Supplies (with membership card)
• Advanced information on special events
• Invitations to art exhibit openings

Registration
www.cambridge.ca/coral
519-623-1340
artcentre@cambridge.ca

Visit in person to register:
Cambridge Centre for the Arts, City Hall or City of Cambridge Recreational Facilities

Stay Connected
Programing is being revised to align with COVID-19 protocols. Ensure you have the most recent information by signing up to receive our e-newsletter with monthly updates on programs and events.
Covid-19

Important Information

COVID-19 Safety Protocols
COVID-19 safety protocols as determined by the Province of Ontario will be in place. All individuals will be asked to visit self-screening procedures at www.cambridge.ca/screening.

Public will be asked to wear masks at all times when in the building including all hallways and meeting rooms.

Building Access Limited to Only
• Individuals registered for a program (class, workshop, drop-in, pre-registered gallery visit)
• Individuals participating in a meeting/event that is taking place in a room that has been booked or rented by an outside group or city staff
• Individuals or groups who have a prior arrangement with arts centre staff to access the building (i.e. contractors)
• City staff
• Program volunteers

Temporary Hours of Operation
(Hours subject to change)

Mon, Fri, Sun
Closed

Tue, Wed, Thur
8:30 a.m. - 4 p.m.
(Access through David Durward entrance)
4 - 9 p.m.
(Access through Centre for the Arts entrance)

Sat
9 a.m. - 3 p.m.
(Access through Centre for the Arts entrance)

COVID Protocols
Covid protocols as determined by the Province of Ontario, Region of Waterloo Public Health and the City of Cambridge will be in place. All individuals may still be asked to visit Covid self screening procedures at www.cambridge.ca/screening.

Public may be asked to wear masks at all times when in the building including all hallways and program or event meeting rooms.

Subscribe to our monthly email newsletter at cambridgecentreforthearts.ca/subscribe
For more information, call 519-740-4681 ext. 4376

For more information, call 519-740-4681 ext. 4376
Adults

**Dance: Move Your Body, Mind and Spirit**
Has the last year left you feeling pent up? Do you need to let go? Do you need to re-energize your body, mind and spirit? Then this engaging dance program is for you. Discover how to express yourself through ballet and modern dance movements with a variety of music including West African drumming and the invigorating sounds of the natural world. No dance experience necessary, although participants from all backgrounds are welcome. Instructor is dancer and choreographer Leilani Bowry. Please see registration receipt for recommended clothing.

**M:** $59.00. **NM:** $70.00

Th  Sep 23-Nov 11  7:15 PM-8:15 PM  8  24667

**Drawing Exploration**
Everyone can draw! In this class you will use pencil, charcoal, conte, pastel and pen to explore the natural world, people and still life subjects. Learn techniques including shading to portray light and shadow and the use of line to convey shape and texture. No experience necessary. Instructor is artist Kari Mullin. Required materials list printed on receipt.

**M:** $84.00. **NM:** $99.00

W  Sep 22-Nov 24  7:15 PM-8:45 PM  10  24663

**Introduction to Photography**
Discover how to take photographs that capture people’s attention in this engaging, hands-on class. Includes a review of camera functions, exploring composition and the effective use of light. Learn valuable techniques to handle diverse subject matter such as landscape, still life, portraits and people in action. Participants must bring a digital camera with manual override capabilities - please see your receipt for important information about camera choice. Instructor is professional photographer Andreas Trauttmanzordoff.

**M:** $102.00. **NM:** $120.00

T  Sep 21-Nov 23  7:00 PM-8:30 PM  10  25306

**Landscape Painting With Watercolours**
Have you always wanted to learn how to paint a beautiful landscape with watercolours? Here is your chance! In this engaging and supportive class you will learn some basic techniques such as wet in wet and glazing as well as colour theory. We will start by making simple paintings to explore different approaches and develop skills, and finish with a more involved and complete painting project. No experience necessary. Required supplies to be discussed during first class. Instructor Kari Mullin is an artist who has taught programs for many years.

**M:** $84.00. **NM:** $99.00

T  Sep 21-Nov 23  7:15 PM-8:45 PM  10  24660

**Painting Studio**
This class is for those with some experience who wish to continue to explore the wide world of painting. Demonstrations and individual instruction will help you take your skills to the next level. Includes review of techniques, approaches to application of colour and consideration of design elements. Bring your own acrylics, oils, watercolours or pastels as well as paper or canvas, brushes and associated supplies. Only low odour solvents or thinners please. Instructor is experienced artist and teacher Fabio Gasbarri.

**M:** $84.00. **NM:** $99.00

Th  Sep 23-Nov 25  7:00 PM-8:30 PM  10  25311

**Winter Wreath Workshop**
Get into the spirit of the season learning how to make a festive winter wreath. Use freshly gathered natural materials including cedar, pine and spruce boughs as well as branches of dogwood and sumac. Embellishments provided however participants are welcome to bring their own favourite ribbon or other decorative items. All materials supplied. Instructor is Tracey Eccleston of Ageless Arts and Yoga.

**M:** $34.00. **NM:** $40.00

Th  Nov 25  7:00 PM-8:30 PM  1  25312

**Yoga With Ageless Arts**
Moving in unfamiliar ways develops new pathways in the brain, so we are more receptive to creativity. The focus of this course is to use traditional & non-traditional methods of yoga to achieve a relaxed and open state of being. Please bring a mat. Taught by Tracey Eccleston of Ageless Arts and Yoga.

**M:** $77.00. **NM:** $90.00

T  Sep 21-Nov 23  5:30 PM-6:30 PM  10  24659

Th  Sep 23-Nov 25  5:30 PM-6:30 PM  10  24662
Teens

Drawing Fantasy, Sci Fi and More!
Learn how to develop abilities and confidence to create dynamic sci-fi and fantasy illustrations. Using pencil, ink, markers and watercolours we will explore proportion, composition, anatomy, perspective and colour. Includes demonstration of digital drawing. Instructor Alfredo Galvan has experience in car design, animation, comic strips and book illustration. HST added to ages 14+ Ages 13-17

Age 13
M: $81.00. NM: $95.00
Th Sep 23-Nov 25 4:00 PM-5:30 PM 10 25307

Age 14-17
M: $81.00. NM: $95.00
Th Sep 23-Nov 25 4:00 PM-5:30 PM 10 25308

Children

Ballet: Learn About The Nutcracker
The Nutcracker is a magical journey to the land of the sweets! Children will develop dance technique, artistry and performance skills while learning choreography from this beloved ballet. Performance of dances (recorded if necessary). Start time on final day may be adjusted to allow for performance. Please see receipt for important information including required footwear and clothing. Instructor is dancer, teacher and choreographer Leilani Bowry.

Ages 5-7
M: $72.00. NM: $85.00
Sa Oct 2-Dec 4 9:30 AM-10:30 AM 10 24665

Ages 8-12
M: $72.00. NM: $85.00
Sa Oct 2-Dec 4 10:45 AM-11:45 AM 10 24666

Creative Kids
Let your imagination run wild with wonderful art projects! Includes drawing and inking cartoons and comics, constructing a flying dragon mobile, and making your own super hero or heroine mask and shield. Get ready to have creative fun! Instructor is Jim Smith of Progressive Music & Arts. Ages 6-10

M: $106.00. NM: $125.00
Sa Sep 25-Nov 27 10:00 AM-11:30 AM 10 24664

Drawing: Fantasy, Sci Fi and More!
Do you love comics, animation, fantasy? Learn how to draw whatever your imagination can dream up! We will explore proportion, composition, anatomy, perspective and colour to create fantastic worlds with pencil, pen, markers, pastels and more. Includes introduction to digital drawing. Instructor Alfredo Galvan has experience in car design, animation, comic strips and book illustration. Ages 8-12

M: $81.00. NM: $95.00
Th Sep 22-Nov 24 4:00 PM-5:30 PM 10 24661

Drawing: Superhero, Cartoon and Anime Characters
Learn how to draw faces, heads, hands and bodies in these three popular styles. Explore basic anatomy and pose your favourite character to create dynamic motion and action like the comic book professionals. Draw faces from all angles and discover techniques that convey emotion. With Jim Smith of Progressive Music & Arts. Age 8-12

M: $106.00. NM: $125.00
Sa Sep 25-Nov 27 1:00 PM-2:30 PM 10 25384

Pixel Art for RPG Zelda Style Video Games
Discover how to make RPG video games visually exciting and dynamic. Work on creating tile sets, characters, terrain and backgrounds with effective lines, shading and colouring. Design buildings, plants, water and animals as well as coins, hearts, potions and more. You will put your creations into a working video game. With Jim Smith of Progressive Music and Arts. Ages 8-12

M: $106.00. NM: $125.00
T Sep 21-Nov 23 4:30 PM-6:00 PM 10 24658

Video Game Programming: RPG Zelda Style
Learn how to design and program your very own RPG Zelda style video games with professional quality mechanics and graphics. A fantastic chance for children to develop their artistic, math and communications skills in a fun and supportive environment. Instructor is Jim Smith of Progressive Music and Arts. Ages 8-12

M: $106.00. NM: $125.00
T Sep 21-Nov 23 6:15 PM-7:45 PM 10 24657